
INTERACTION LAB
CLASS 3: DOCUMENTATION, MICROCONTROLLERS & ARDUINO



DOCUMENTATION
WORKSHOP 

IMA RM 823 
THURSDAY SEPT. 8 @4:45PM



REQUIRED IMA LAB 
ORIENTATION LAB (RM 823)

FRI SEPT 9TH 5:30-6:30

MON SEPT 12TH 6:00-7:00



THE IMA WEBSITE AND BLOG 
ARE DOWN FOR REPAIR AND 

UPGRADE



HOW WAS THE LAB?

PHOTO BY FRITZING

What level of challenge?

Did you complete it during lab 
time?

Did you remember to take pics?

Were the fellows and professors 
helpful?



DOCUMENTATION

PHOTO BY CARLYN MAW

Documentation is the process of 
creating a record of the work 
that you have done. 

For the purposes of this class it 
provides evidence that you 
understand and have completed 
the assignment. 

Documentation is also helpful 
because it archives information 
in a way you can later reference 
or easily share with others.



DOCUMENTATION PROCESS

PHOTO BY MARK WILSON

Celebrate your achievements by 
taking photos or shooting video 
of your lab exercises or projects 
as you build them.

Document when things do not 
work, because these moments 
are not really failures, but 
important lessons learned.

Documentation requirements 
are flexible because each 
project  is different



DOCUMENTATION 

PHOTO BY SCOTT BROWN

Documentation should generally 
include:

Professors name

The names of everyone involved

Photos and / or video

Text description of goals, 
development process and results

Source code with comments

Schematics

Credit for and links to any 
resources used



DOCUMENTING WITH WORDPRESS

PHOTO FROM WORDPRESS.COM

We use WordPress for our 
Documentation Blog.

WordPress is a free and Open 
Source software you can use to 
easily create a website or blog.

WordPress makes it easy to 
upload text, photos, video and 
more.

http://WordPress.com
http://ima.nyu.sh/documentation-blog


MICROCONTROLLERS



MICROCONTROLLER

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

A microcontroller is a small 
computer on a single integrated 
circuit that has the ability to 
interface with the physical world 
through integration with various 
input circuits (sensors) and 
output circuits (actuators).



COMPUTERS AIN’ T WHAT THEY USED TO BE

PHOTO FROM COMPUTERHISTORY.ORG

For a hundred years 
“computers” used to be a room 
full of people doing simple math 
which would be used to 
complete complex calculations.

http://computerhistory.org


COMPUTER EVOLUTION

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

We often think of computers as 
those things that sit on our desk 
and which allow us to more 
effectively work, play, and 
communicate.

In generic terms a computer is 
anything that can run a 
program, or series of 
instructions.

Computers have both hardware 
and software elements.



COMPUTER EVOLUTION

PHOTO FROM FIXIT

Current computing is more 
powerful than ever and can fit in 
your hand.



SOFTWARE VS HARDWARE



HARDWARE



HARDWARE

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

Hardware refers to any of the 
physical components that make 
up a computer.



THE FIRST MICROCONTROLLER

PHOTO FROM  COMPUTERMUSEUM.LI

The Intel 4004, released in 
1971 was the first single chip 
microcontroller. 

It was made possible by the use 
of a new technology allowing a 
higher number of transistors 
than previously possible.



MICROCONTROLLER PARTS

PHOTO FROM  WIKIPEDIA

On a microcontroller the 
hardware typically includes:

Central Processing Unit
Clock Generator
Memory
General Purpose Input / 
Output Pins
Analog-to-Digital 
Converter
Digital-to-Analog 
Converter



CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

The central Processing Unit 
(CPU) is the part of a computer 
that carries out the instructions 
of the program by performing 
the logical, arithmetical and 
input / output operations of the 
system.



CLOCK, OSCILLATOR, CRYSTAL

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

Acting as a timing device, a 
clock generator, usually a 
crystal oscillator, produces a 
signal which is used to 
synchronize the operation of the 
circuit.



MEMORY

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

A combination of Random 
Access Memory (RAM), Read 
Only Memory (ROM) and 
Electrically Erasable 
Programmable Read-Only 
Memory (EEPROM) work in 
concert to provide access to 
information (Data and 
Programs) stored within the 
Microcontroller.



GENERAL PURPOSE INPUT / OUTPUT 

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

A General Purpose Input / 
Output Pin (GPIO) is a pin on a 
microcontroller whose behavior 
can be controlled by the user at 
run time.



INPUT OR OUTPUT



TYPES OF INPUTS

ANALOG

DIGITAL



ANALOG

PHOTO BY GREGORY MOINE

Information expressed as a 
continuously variable physical 
quantity such as a position or 
voltage.

This form of data is not easily 
understood or expressed by a 
computer.



ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL 

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

An Analog-to-Digital Converter 
(ADC) is a device that converts 
a continuously variable physical 
quantity, such as a voltage, into 
a discrete value, usually a 
digital number.



DIGITAL

Information expressed as a 
series of discrete values, often 
binary (0 or 1). 

This form of data is easily 
understood and expressed by a 
computer.



DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG 

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

A Digital-to-Analog Converter 
(DAC) is a device that converts 
a discrete value, usually a 
digital number, into a 
continuously variable physical 
quantity, such as a voltage.



SERIAL AND PARALLEL

1. CIRCUIT

2. COMMUNICATION



Serial may refer to either of two 
things:

Electrical components 
arranged in such a way 
that electricity moves 
through each one in 
sequence.
A form of communication 
which happens by sending 
data as a sequence, one 
bit at a time.

SERIAL

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA



SERIES CIRCUIT

In a series circuit, the current 
through each of the components 
is the same, and the voltage 
across the circuit is the sum of 
the voltages across each 
component.



Parallel may refer to either of 
two things:

Electrical components 
arranged in such a way 
that electricity moves 
through all of them at the 
same time.
A form of communication 
which happens by sending 
multiple bits of data 
simultaneously.

PARALLEL

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA



PARALLEL CIRCUIT

In a parallel circuit, the voltage 
across each of the components 
is the same, and the total 
current is the sum of the 
currents through each 
component.



SERIAL VS PARALLEL CIRCUITS

parallel 
circuits 
won't fail 
if one leg 
breaks



PARALLEL AND SERIES COMMUNICATION

Two ways computers can communicate with each other.



SERIAL VS PARALLEL COMMUNICATION



ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION

Both devices have a clock keeping time 
and  have both agreed upon a data rate 
to send (tx) and receive (rx) pulses of  
data.



UNIVERSAL ASYNCHRONOUS  
Hardware that translates data 
between serial and parallel 
formats is called a Universal 
Asynchronous Receiver / 
Transmitter (UART).



SOFTWARE



SOFTWARE

PHOTO FROM STACEYJOY

Software refers to the intangible 
programs and information used 
by a computer during operation.



PROGRAM

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

A program is a set of coded 
instructions designed to be read 
and interpreted by a computer 
so that the computer can 
perform a particular operation.



FIRMWARE

PHOTO BY ESPENSORVIK

Firmware is a type of permanent 
or semi-permanent program that 
is used to provide basic control 
for the device it is installed on.

Computers, Computer 
peripherals, digital cameras, 
household appliances, mobile 
phones, remote controls, and 
many other electronic devices 
all rely of firmware.



BASIC INPUT-OUTPUT SYSTEM

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

A Basic Input-Output System 
(BIOS) is another type of small 
firmware program that lives in 
flash memory on the 
motherboard of your computer, 
It is the minimum software that 
a system needs to load an OS. 
A BIOS when loaded will check 
for a boot loader then load an 
operating system into memory.



BASIC INPUT-OUTPUT SYSTEM

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

It’s a chip! And can be updated 
on the Arduino but no one sane 
would do it.



BOOTLOADER

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

A Bootloader or Bootstrap 
Loader is a small firmware 
program designed to facilitate 
the startup process for a 
computer. Accessed by the 
BIOS

The Bootloader is used to load 
a more complex program into 
memory, and may aid in the 
reprogramming of the computer. 
Also can be loaded on an IC.



OPERATING SYSTEM

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

An Operating System (OS) is a 
piece of software that manages 
access to hardware and 
software resources and runs 
additional application programs.

MacOS, IOS, Android,etc



APPLICATION

PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA

An Application (or App) is a 
program that is designed to 
facilitate specific tasks on a 
computer, and which must be 
run inside an operating system.
Photoshop, Word, Pokemon Go, 
etc



ARDUINO



ARDUINO

PHOTO BY PIERRE-ALAIN DORANGE 

Arduino is an open-source 
electronics prototyping platform 
based on flexible, easy-to-use 
hardware and software. 

It's intended for artists, 
designers, hobbyists and 
anyone interested in creating 
interactive objects or 
environments.



THE ARDUINO WAY

PHOTO BY TIGOE

In Getting Started with Arduino, 
Massimo Banzi talks about the 
things that are philosophically 
important to the Arduino team:

Prototyping
Tinkering
Patching
Circuit Bending
Hacking Toys
Collaboration



PROTOTYPING

PHOTO FROM SFGATE.COM

Prototyping involves any 
number of methods that attempt 
to create a working model of 
something so that it can be 
tested, evaluated, and refined 
through an iterative design and 
development process.

Facilitates testing. 

http://SFGate.com


TINKERING

PHOTO FROM ETSY.COM

Tinkering is the process of 
casually or aimlessly 
experimenting with something, 
usually as an attempt to 
improve it.

http://etsy.com


PATCHING

PHOTO BY DLIBAN

In the context of electronics, 
patching means to temporarily 
make a connection between two 
or more things with a cable or 
wire.



CIRCUIT BENDING

PHOTO BY MATTHEW NEWLOVE

Circuit bending is the creative 
alteration of an existing circuit, 
usually through patching and 
adding components such as 
switches and potentiometers.

Circuit bending is often 
performed on things like toys 
any inexpensive electronic 
devices that make sound.



BEND: A CIRCUIT BENDING DOCUMENTARY



ARDUINO RESOURCES

ladyada.net/learn/arduino/

learn.adafruit.com 

instructables.com/id/Arduino-
Projects/

stackoverflow.com/search?
q=arduino

hackaday.com/category/arduino-
hacks/

arduino.cc/en/Tutorial/Foundations

playground.arduino.cc

makezine.com/arduino/

itp.nyu.edu/physcomp/

tigoe.net/pcomp/

shieldlist.org

http://ladyada.net/learn/arduino/
http://learn.adafruit.com
http://instructables.com/id/Arduino-Projects/
http://stackoverflow.com/search?q=arduino
http://hackaday.com/category/arduino-hacks/
http://arduino.cc/en/Tutorial/Foundations
http://playground.arduino.cc
http://makezine.com/arduino/
http://itp.nyu.edu/physcomp/
http://tigoe.net/pcomp/
http://shieldlist.org


HOMEWORK

download Arduino IDE arduino.cc

Readings: http://ima.nyu.sh/interaction-
lab/weekly-schedule/

     Microcontrollers: The Basics

     Getting Started with Arduino: Chapter 1 – Introduction

     Getting Started with Arduino: Chapter 2 – The Arduino Way

     Getting Started with Arduino: Chapter 3 – The Arduino Platform

http://arduino.cc
http://ima.nyu.sh/interaction-lab/weekly-schedule/


REFS

HTTP://WWW.GLOBALSPEC.COM/
IMAGEREPOSITORY/LEARNMORE/
20128/080309_1304_BASICSOFSER17
B6BA4DDC9C54F56B3C7537C57A857
AE.PNG

HTTPS://CDN.SPARKFUN.COM/
ASSETS/D/1/F/5/B/
50E1CF30CE395FB227000000.PNG

http://www.globalspec.com/ImageRepository/LearnMore/20128/080309_1304_basicsofser17b6ba4ddc9c54f56b3c7537c57a857ae.png
https://cdn.sparkfun.com/assets/d/1/f/5/b/50e1cf30ce395fb227000000.png

